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Abstract. This paper coincides with the conference theme that people
have gradually become a vital force influencing the environmental
system. In the future, it is necessary to study the influence of not
only the built environment on people but also people’s feedback on
environmental design. This study explores the processes of interactive
design using both emotion recognition and eye-tracking of users. By
putting on wearable devices to roam and perceive in a virtual reality
space, the physiological data of the users are collected in real-time and
used to analyze their emotional responses and visual attention to the
spaces. This method will provide an auxiliary way for non-architectural
professional users to participate in architectural space design. At
present, there is a lack of research on the comprehensive application of
eye movement knowledge and emotional feedback in architectural space
design. This integration will help professional designers to optimize
the design of architectural space. For this paper, we review existing
research and proposing an interactive design workflow that integrates
eye tracking and emotion recognition. This workflow will help with the
next stage of research to understand the design of a new International
School of Design building.
Keywords. Perception detection; Architectural space environment;
Interactive design; Virtual reality.

1. Introduction
In recent years, architectural design has gradually shifted from pursuing spatial
aesthetics to focusing on the users’ physiological and psychological feelings in
using and perceiving space. The user’s experience of the space environment has
become a core issue in the design of the built environment and needed to be
quantified(Cho and Kim 2017). It is also one of the essential criteria to evaluate
whether the design of the built environment can meet the needs of users. Yet, there
are limitations in applying biofeedback in the design of architectural spaces.
On the one hand, the traditional spatial design feedback relies on
two-dimensional drawings or abstract text descriptions. With digital tools,
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designers also start using 3D model but only to show the architectural visual
outlook without and interactivity with the users. There is still a gap for users
to intuitively understand the architectural design and provide accurate feedback
to designers during the design phase. On the other hand, designers are unable
to accurately and objectively capture the spatial perception of the users through
subjective descriptions.
It is essential to know the users’ evaluation of the architectural space so that
buildings and public spaces answer to the real needs of future users. The common
strategies used to get the feedback of users are observing their behaviours in spaces
and collecting subjective questionnaire data. However, subjective feedback is
easily affected by personal preference and professional level. Researchers have
to rely on a participant’s memory and subjective judgments as a means of gaining
insight into cognitive processes and emotional states. A common finding within
cognitive neuroscience is that a person’s subjective perception of their behaviour
does not always correspond with their underlying neural activity (Kretschmar et
al. 2013).
This paper will explore relevant methods and techniques and analyse how our
research target: the new International School of Design (ISD) building can use the
interactive design method integrating these biofeedback methods to evaluate the
scheme. The research results can provide inspiration and scientific design methods
for the interaction design of architectural space environment design.
2. Background
2.1. VR IN ARCHITECTURAL COGNITION

VR emerge as an applicable computing technology allows the study of all
kind of architectural spaces in a short period of time by using simulation,
interaction, artificiality, immersion, and full-body immersion, sense of presence.
(Jansen-Osmann 2002).
Research on comparing the users’ perception of different architectural space
presentation proved a virtual environment could, through the visual dimension of
perception, in combination with interactive feedback, understood as the sensation
of actually being present in an architectural space (Hermund 2018). In the process
of cognitive spaces, people tend to process the information acquired by the senses
automatically and produce pleasant or unpleasant psychological feelings. This
subjective and perceptual psychological feeling which can elicit emotions is called
”aesthetic”. VR scenes can induce the user’s emotions to change mostly through
visual stimulation and will do evoke emotions, even behavior changes of the users.
2.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNAL INTERACTIVE FEEDBACK

Psychophysiological responses are believed to be more reliable and more truthful
for the reason that they can hardly be controlled by awareness (Li et al. 2015).
Identifying and analysing people’s interest points and emotional changes in virtual
space and combining them with space design elements can help designers to
improve the design of the architectural space environment (Fernández-Caballero
et al. 2016).
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From measuring emotion in VR to understanding how the emotion of
people are controlled by various physiological signals, technologies now play
an important role to collect and analyse such data. With the development of
information science, some software and hardware can accurately measure the
real-time physiological data of users’ cognitive process in the architectural space
(Fig.1).

Figure 1. Physiological Signals Correlated with Emotional Arousal.

The first application of these emotional models was in environmental
psychology (Plutchik 1980), and architectural studies have widely accepted them.
Besides, they have been extended to the study of virtual spaces that evoke
emotional states in a controlled way in the VR field (McCall 2016). In recent
years, researchers have also proposed the idea of merging two emotional models:
expressing the discrete emotional states in a dimensional way.
Biofeedback also includes the analysis of eye-tracking information. By
capturing the eye movement information of users, eye-trackers can obtain the
objective evaluation information of users on the design of the space in the VR
environment. As a research tool in spatial cognition and related fields, the
eye-tracking data can be merged with the user’s spatial behaviour data quickly
and accurately (Zhang et al. 2018). Roaming in the VR spaces to evoke emotional
experiences while recording physiological signals from the peripheral nervous
system, and real-time eye gaze patterns provide an effective strategy for evaluating
the usability and impact of architecture space on its’ users (Bekele et al. 2017).
3. International School of Design building
In the leading research, we are preparing to analyse the exterior axial space of the
new ISD in our university. There are many discussions and disputes during the
design stage. This site of ISD is between the main entrance of the campus and
the tall administrative building representing the spirit of the school. The designer
made an axial space from the access of the campus to the central plaza (Fig.2). He
hopes this can become a dynamic axis, where people gradually enter the university
and can feel the solemn and robust academic atmosphere of the school and have a
sense of awe.
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Figure 2. Aerial View of the ISD showing the axial space (Design from Ateliers 234).

This research aims to get the user’s perception feedback of this outdoor space
in advance, which could help the designer to check whether the existing design
meets the requirements of this space. At the same time, in the VR environment,
space elements in the 3D space can be changed easily; designers and users can
adjust design and get biofeedback of users in real-time, which will help designers
gradually improve the design of the spatial environment.
In order to achieve the aim of this research, it is important to look into some
researches on emotion recognition, eye-tracking and focuses on analyzing relevant
indicators and data processing methods that are of enlightening significance to the
research of this experimental object.
4. Emotion recognition based on physiological signals
The premise of interactive design is that designers can collect and analyze users‘
physiological signals in the process of spatial perception to obtain users’ emotional
information.
4.1. DEAP: A DATABASE USING PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS FOR EMOTION
ANALYSIS

There are three main components of emotional response: experiential response,
physiological response, and behavior response. In the past, emotion recognition
mainly based on the analysis of facial expressions and subjective expressions,
while the DEAP database is a public database for emotional analysis based on
Physiological Signals (Koelstra et al. 2012). Through sorting out DEAP research,
we can understand the different reflections of several level physiological signals
on emotion.
The DEAP database used Russell’s valence-arousal scale, which places
emotional states on a 2-D plane in which horizontal and vertical axes are
arousal and valence. The ultimate purpose of DEAP research was to establish a
relationship with emotion through the algorithm calculation of physiological signal
data.
The experimental study used music videos as effective emotional stimuli
materials, and physiological signals were collected while watching videos. The
physiological signals, including EEG and peripheral physiological signals (GSR,
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Blood volume pressure, Respiration pattern, Skin temperature, EMG), constitute
the DEAP data module database. At the end of each video, participants were
organized to use a visual scale to evaluate the video in four dimensions (arousal,
valence, liking, and dominance), which were used to mark the physiological data.
DEAP database research completed the collection of subjective and objective data
of the experiment.
After emotional calculation, different physiological signals will reflect
emotions from various aspects. They can extract power spectral density (PSD)
to see the amplitude and reflect the changes of the brain in real-time (Fig.3).

Figure 3. Power Spectral Density (PSD) (Koelstra et al. 2012,p9).

4.2. APPLICATION RESEARCH: PHYSIOLOGICAL
ARCHITECTURE SPACE ASSESSMENT

SIGNAL

AND

Like music or video can arouse the emotion of people, there are also positive
and negative attributes of the architecture environment. Besides, users also have
corresponding emotional needs for different spaces. Dias et al. (2014) conducted
a study on this, hoping to help improve the architectural design by understanding
residents’ potential feelings for the architectural space. They designed several
types of spaces that might trigger high arousals, such as stairs, moats (explored
gaps dizziness and fear), narrow corridors (claustrophobia), large room after a
narrow passage (surprise), and dead-ends (disappointment)(Fig.4). They proposed
the central hypothesis that basic user sensations of ’comfortable/positive’ and
’uncomfortable/negative’ architectural spaces can be derived through objective
measurements of biometric data. They used a semi-immersive VR system to
show these spaces, and selected electromyography (EMG) and electrodermal
activity (EDA), which are closely associated with emotional arousal as indicators
of physiological signal testing.

Figure 4. Eight Kinds of Designed VR Environment (Dias et al. 2014, p742).
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Subjects’ EMG and EDA data were captured using an acquisition system from
Plux (2013). The analysis of two physiological signals includes two steps; the first
was visual analysis. This part was mainly to observe a typical pattern between
subjects at key event nodes in the process of spatial perception. There were clear
event-related skin conductance responses (SCR) in most subjects. However, facial
EMG signal proved to be quite variable and requires more research and analysis.
This result shows that multi-signal collection is necessary to provide more
comprehensive data support. Finally, each subject had to choose one adjective
from the following three pairs: happy/sad, pleasant/unpleasant, confident/fearful
to describe their subjective perception of space. The experimental results support
the primary research hypothesis.
This work shows that with EDA sensing, the designer can objectively
discriminate arousal responses related to “positive” or “negative” emotions when
users are confronted with architectural spaces in VR.
5. Eye-tracking and spatial perception
After analysing a variety of physiological signals to understand the user’s arousal
and emotion in visual spaces, we can use eye-trackers to know more information
related to spatial cognition, even which users cannot describe. Eye-tracking allows
us to measure an individual’s visual attention. This process produces physiological
responses such as fixation, saccade, smooth pursuit movement, and change of pupil
size, and the eye tracker can accurately measure the relevant eye-tracking data
(Fig.5).

Figure 5. Measurement of Eye-tracking Data.

5.1. EVALUATION OF INDOOR GUIDANCE SYSTEMS IN AN IMMERSIVE
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Schrom-Feiertag et al. (2014) used an immersive virtual environment in
combination with a mobile eye-tracking system to present a novel method for
evaluating guidance systems using. The main goal was to “investigate the
applicability of an immersive virtual environment with embedded interfaces for
natural locomotion combined with mobile eye-tracking systems for wayfinding
studies.”
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They get an overview of the space that identifies the attention from the results
of the second and third lines provide. Density plots help identify decision areas
where participants are looking for further information and where signs should be
visible (Fig.6).

Figure 6. Gaze Points from Saccade and Fixation(Schrom-Feiertag et al. 2014,p177).

In the same research, they get the visual attention of all participants and
overall four tasks through 3D gaze visualization. The results mainly include the
distribution of fixation points at the start position, Start 1 of the experiment, and
the three main attractions in the main hall of the Vienna central train station(Fig.7).
The result reveals that the information desk is used as a landmark that was the
primary point chosen when people enter the main hall but does not belong to the
guidance system.

Figure 7. Distribution of Visual Attention(Schrom-Feiertag et al. 2014,p179).

The study suggests projecting eye-tracking data onto the 3D models that reflect
the distribution of visual attention in a virtual environment and help identify the
most compelling elements of the space.
5.2. INTEGRATION OF VR AND 3D EYE-TRACKING TO RE-DESIGNING
STREET SPACE

Zhang et al. (2018) developed an eye-tracking technology combined with a VR
environment for experimental research of traditional street design. The study
takes the street scene drawn from the Hong Kong Street historic street of ancient
Zhangzhou. Their behaviour in the VR environment was tracked in real-time. The
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software can collect the spatial activity data is on the virtual scene and provide
the 3-D point-cloud data of spatial behaviour. Besides, there was an inquiry for
subjective description to verify the subjects’ eye-tracking data/and unusual eye
movement phenomena were corrected.
When the subjects viewed the 3-D object, the apparent heat value of a specific
object surface will increase with viewing duration. Therefore, after stacking the
spatial behavior data of each subject, it will be shown in red in the thermal map,
which can be regarded as hotspots(Fig.8).

Figure 8. Composite Thermal Map of 3-D Eye-tracking Spatial (Zhang et al. 2018,P437) .

They, through the regression analysis of the observed position data, obtained
the relative elevation of the object. The eye-tracking data shows that the
professional subjects paid more attention to the second-floor features. However,
naive subjects’ paid more concentrate on the colonnade, the wooden bucket arch,
the lantern, the memorial arch, and nostalgic objects primarily.
From this case, we know that the combination of eye-tracking and virtual
reality will have a broad application prospect in the research of architecture space.
They use the related eye-tracking indicators according to the characteristics of
architectural spaces and related research needs. For instance, by processing the
primary eye-tracking data, some meaningful indicators can be obtained for the
evaluation of the architectural space, such as height distribution, line of sight, and
3D spatial viewpoint distribution.
6. Integrating two technologies for ISD
Having ISD as the research object, we will build the virtual simulation model of
ISD, and then organize participants to put on both VR helmets with eye-tracker
(Tobii Pro Glasses 2) and wearable physiological signal detection equipment to
roam and perceive the virtual space. The change of morphological features on the
axial space reflects the design motives, such as complexity, proportion and rhythm.
The outdoor axial space of ISD is located in the middle of the two buildings. From
the entrance through the axial space to the plaza of the campus administration
building, the designer set up two connecting bridges in the different heights, hoping
to form a gradual change of spaces under the connecting bridges. The purpose of
this contrast is to build up the visual impact and emotional arousal brought by the
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main administration building.
In the virtual simulation environment, the use of portable ECG, EMG and
EEG device, with eye-trackers and other measuring instruments, can accurately
and objectively measure people’s cognitive process and psychological feelings in
the axial space. Multicategory physiological signal collection will provide more
basis for the final emotion recognition. The collected physiological signals are
superimposed on the roaming path so that the designer can determine the location
and the interaction between the user’s emotion and spatial cognition. We can
understand whether the spatial elements (such as the admin building, the bridges,
plaza) affect the users’ emotions as how we imagined. At the same time, we can
understand how the change of the spatial design scheme can make users more
interested in certain spatial elements and increase the possibility of generating
emotional inducing spatial flow? Besides, by integrating the corresponding
relationship between emotional data and spatial data, we can detect whether there
are environmental factors in the axial space that trigger negative experience and
improve the design.
Through the understanding of DEAP’s emotion recognition method, it can help
us to process a variety of physiological signals to get users’ emotion changes
in space. It allows designers to observe the user’s moving process in the VR
axial space and whether they can form the same perception of spatial sequence
events as expected. Dias’s study used different VR spaces to stimulate people’s
emotions. Similarly, in the axis space of ISD, we can also flexibly change the
spatial elements in VR. Although, at present, it is still challenging to determine
the specific emotional type of users, but combined with the subjective survey, the
designer can know the specific emotion of participants. The visual eye-tracking
data, such as the thermal map and 3D gaze visualization, can be used to analyze
the visual height and the area of concern of the subjects in the process of spatial
perception.
Through integrating emotion recognition and eye-tracking, the designer can
understand the key positions and time points of emotional arousal of participants
in axial spatial roaming and analyze the tracking status of eye-tracking during
this period. On the one hand, eye-tracking signals help designers to understand
which visual elements cause emotional arousal when users have emotional changes
during spatial perception. On the other hand, using emotion recognition and
subjective survey can infer whether the spatial elements concerned by participants
have positive or adverse effects. The combination of the two technologies can
better meet the needs of spatial perception feedback.
7. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the research progress of the application of biofeedback
technology in the design of virtual interactive building space. We found that the
research combining emotion recognition and eye-tracking feedback in the field of
building space is still in the primary stage. There is a lack of in-depth study to
combine these two methods of evaluating architectural space. With the ISD being
still in the design process, this gives us a great opportunity to use the technologies
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to determine if future users would prefer the design. And when the building is
built in two years, we would be able to gather another set of data and evaluate if
the current understanding really reflects the users’ needs, and if the integration of
the two technologies is feasible.
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